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PRESSURE?
It's Not a Myth!
This is the time of the year for huge membership drives. New teachers are told "to
support your school district you need to join."
Seasoned teachers are told that they need to
"unify so there is one voice." Still others are told that they are the only person in
their building who is not a member!
It becomes a "prohibited practice" for an employee organization or employer
to interfere with, restrain, or coerce a public employee to join or not join an organization.
PEI is the only education organization in Iowa that fought for your freedom to join or NOT join. We will continue to
do so because that is one of our foundation principles.
If one or more individuals comes to you and starts applying pressure, you have a right to tell them to stop and to end
the conversation. Contact PEI if they continue!

WHO NEEDS PEI?
Anyone with an education career who is ever around students!
Teachers, administrators, support staff!

In these litigious days with teacher rights, parent rights, student rights, and administrative rights being defined, challenged,
directed, and refined, we need to have security in what we do when we do it. Districts, the state, and the nation demand,
advise, legalize, and codify what, when, and how to do practically everything in and out of the classrooms and then we are
still unsure in many instances if we should act, react, or ignore the situation.
With social media taking over the lives of most, there are new dangers lurking everywhere and at all times. Even to answer
or not to answer an email or a text can be perilous!
Getting the most for your investment in career security is something that all PEI members can confidently trust. Sharing
information about cost saving professional protection to your colleagues is a favor that is being appreciated by more
teachers every year.

PEI offers the very best
in quality and value!
PEI is an "Iowa exclusive" organization. We promise the best liability and legal coverage and we deliver! We
represent our members before the legislature, the BOEE, and other entities of influence on your lives.

JOIN TODAY AT:

www.peiowa.org/membership/online-form/
Teachers
Administrators
Bus Drivers
Secretaries
Janitorial Staff
Associates
Food Service
Nurses & more!

